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Insider Threats
Chapter Three



“Many darknet sources sell
stolen credentials.

“I know somebody that can get
me inside the hackmds network.

later

I can buy
my way into

the network.

let’s see
if mr. green is

available.

Mr. Brown can
then collect my
data once I get

him inside.

Mr. Brown (alias)
Linked to sales of black market
pharmaceutical drugs

Associated with a mafia organization

Street criminal for hire



Mr. Green (alias)
Financial advisor on paper but also
involved with money laundering

Known for stolen credentials

Minor drug related arrests

you should assume you will eventually

have your network compromised.

Perimeter Security is not 100%.

Breach technology is designed

for detecting insider threats

I can get you
into an Internal

Medical Unit using stolen,
authorized Creds

to Bypass Perimeter
Defenses.

Notes
Various users and devices

Perimeter security focused

Possibly a flat network

High dollar data

Skeleton IT staff

Blind to Insider threats

Lack internal monitoring

“let’s look at my notes again.

10:37 Mr Black - Perfect. Now Mr
Brown can bring me the goods.

10:37 Mr Black - Use this login
to access HackMDs network.

10:37 Mr Brown - I’ll find the data
and send it to your cloud drive.

Mr. Brown Can
Identify and
connect to

other systems.

Once Inside
the HackMDS

network



There isn’t a silver bullet for providing
100% protection against cyber crime.
Sorry… we can’t promise that.
NOBODY CAN!

There are lots of things to remember about EXCELLENT
Cyber Threat Response! We know it’s a lot to learn, but
Cisco has you covered!

SILVER BULLET

REDUCE
You can, however, learn to reduce the risk
of being compromised to an acceptable
level using industry best practices for
security architecture.

The Cisco Cyber Threat Response

Clinics give you hands-on experience

as both ATTACKER and DEFENDER

so you can better understand both

sides of the cyber CAT AND

MOUSE game. YOURSELF

2017 Cisco Cyber Threat Response Clinic 2.0, International.
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hackmds security ops center.
let’s see what

are the top
concerns to

investigate today

come to
daddy.

why is dr. howser
logging into

hipaa servers
like that?

stealthwatch shows security

and network events based behavior

and concern triggers.

“wait, now he’s scanning
the network ftp?

netflow can give all common network

devices security detection capabilities.

dr. howser’s
account has now

scanned the
hippa

network!



Stealthwatch Can trigger cisco
identity services engine to

quarantine all critical threats.

he must be
compromised.

dr. howser,
you have
a call.

Stealthwatch Hostlock rules can detect if

untrusted systems access the HIPAA network.

he is connected
to the HIPAA network

and attempting to
remove data.

call dr.
howser.

dr. howser’s
system is no

longer a threat.

I have
not touched
a computer
 all day.

we quarantined
all compromised

systems and reset
your login.

now!

don’t
worry.



www.xploitz.com

Infect Me Feeling Lucky

www.xploitz.com

Infect Me Feeling Lucky

Coming Soon 2 ur CPU

Ransomware

Identifying ransomware means an attacker was able to breach your network and deliver malicious
software. Best practice is to identify and remediate infected machines, harden the network against the
attack method used, and blacklist any sources linked to the original attack!

Never stop the incident response at removing the
infection, or you may experience it AGAIN!!

Don’t Do It!
x

Exploits are everywhere!
An exploit kit is a web server designed to identify and exploit
vulnerabilities in client machines. The goal is to deliver
something malicious such as a backdoor or ransomware.

Exploit kits can be rented online making it easy for non-technical attackers
to deliver technical attacks without understanding the details of how the
attack works.



We hope you enjoyed the Cisco Cyber Threat
Response Clinic!
Make sure to come back and complete any modules you didn’t have a chance to work 
on and check back for more future modules!

Learn More



Cisco Security
Product Suite

Physical · Virtual · Cloud

Firepower
URL, IPS, and Breach security

VPN
Encrypted communication

Cisco Umbrella
DNS Security and forensics

Stealthwatch
Netflow anomaly monitoring 
and breach detection

ESA
Email security for cloud and 
on-prem

Cisco Cloudlock
Cloud application security

ISE
Access control and security 
policy management

Threatgrid
Threat analytics, detection 
and prevention

Meraki
Cloud managed security, 
network and collaboration

Talos
Security research and threat 
intelligence

AMP
Advanced breach detection 
for endpoint and network

WSA
Secure proxy, content control 
and security


